
         Implement & Execute  
                            Expectations   

Implementation  

Like anything in life, you get out what you put in, you’ve signed up, now its time to do the 
work and create the physique you desire, view the transformation program as a course, 

Utilize all the features, I.e educational videos, worksheets, PDF’s, support QA’s the 
community, you’ve got an arsenal of weapons to completely change your life! 


Remember WHY you signed up, revisit your MISSION READY worksheet weekly (what 
you completed in step 1) this is powerful.


The nutrition and training are what get results but its the systems we put in place daily 
that drive you forward, your habits, routines and daily behaviours , upgrading your 
mindset and working on yourself daily is what gets you RESULTS.


Learning 
Commit to learning and understanding the “what’s and why’s” around training, nutrition 
and mindset, watch the educational videos over and over until you grasp what I’m 
teaching you. Follow and implement what I advocate and you’ll get incredible results.


Support & accountability 


Checks ins / Rapid Response QA’S / Questions in the Facebook group: These are all 
channels and avenues for you to get support from me, the checkin system will help you 
problem solve yourself, its my goal to make you self sufficient so you can eventually fish 
for yourself! Spend time reading the written content in your folder and if you do need help 
feel free to ask my in the weekly QA’s or direct in the Facebook community.


Facebook private group - The Clubhouse  
Take part in discussions, if you feel you can hep other team members with questions offer 
your advice, its a brotherhood so interact as a family, comment on the posts to keep 
yourself accountable and show us all your commitment!




Archetype curriculum 


Each week there will be a theme based around the one of 5 male archetypes, exploring 
these gives us deep insights into the underlying behaviors that make us who we are and 
why we potentially act the way we do and make the decisions we make.


Looking at these archetypes and seeing the positive and negative traits of each one helps 
us see areas in our lives we can work on and improve.


They’ll be different challenges and tasks each week I will challenge you to do, if we want 
to grow improve and evolve to the best versions of ourselves we need to challenge on an 
other and step out of the comfort zone.



